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Is there one solution, or one observation, one insight, one

comprehension that will bring about a total revolution psycho-

logically in each one of us?

J. Krishnamurti at Saanen, 19 July 1979



Is there one solution which will solve all our problems?

I wonder if we could begin as though we are meeting for the

first time and start anew, start afresh, so that perhaps we may be

able to find some abiding truthful solution to all our complexities

and problems.  If we went into it carefully, diligently, hesitantly,

what is the central issue that we would come upon that may

resolve all our sorrows, grief, anxieties, the depressions, the

failures, the non-fulfilments, the frustrations, and all that?  Is

there one solution, or one observation, one insight, one

comprehension that will bring about a total revolution psycho-

logically in each one of us; one absolute, irrevocable answer, not

relative, but complete, whole, lasting, and yet timeless?  Is there

such a solution?

If each one of us put that question to ourselves, would we

answer it according to our particular pleasure, our particular

experience, our own knowledge; or would we, if we are at all

serious and not too flippant, investigate together to find a remedy

that will enlighten our hearts and minds?  Can we look at the

whole of life, not one particular segment, one particular part, one

idiosyncrasy, and not try to find an answer politically,

religiously, or in terms of economics.  (I am using the word

religiously rather sceptically.)  Can we look at all these divisions,

which man has brought about, as a whole?  Looking at this world

outside of us with all its innumerable divisions, and seeing that

inwardly, psychologically we are fragmented, broken up, one

asks oneself if it is possible to see the whole of this outer and

inner as a total, indivisible movement, as a whole structural

movement of thought.  Is that possible?  Or are our minds so

broken up, so fragmented, so divided, that we are incapable of

seeing the movement of life as one unitary movement?

Please, we are thinking this question over together.  It is not

that the speaker investigates and you listen, but rather together
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you and the speaker find out for oneself if there is a way of living

which is comprehensive, which is whole, which is not yours or

mine, but is a life that is a movement without a beginning and

without an end.  To find that out, I think it is important, if one

may point out, to be aware of one’s own fragmentary outlook.  If

you are a psychologist or psychotherapist and are trained along

that particular line, your brain, your conditioning is already

established, and therefore you cannot see the whole.  Or you may

be a businessman, and the same phenomenon takes place.  Or if

you are a politician—then you are doomed.  If you are inclined

to be religious, not accepting any particular dogma, creed, ritual,

or are an ordinary human being, we all are part of this—with

anxieties, sorrows, and pleasures and fears, competition,

comparison, measuring ourselves against others, and always

trying to reach something which we have projected and hope to

find.

So, are we together aware of our fragmentation—actually

aware of it, not imagining that we are fragmented and then think

that we are?  If the idea of fragmentation is strong and that idea

shapes our thinking, then we think that we are fragmented.  Or

one observes the actual state of the mind which is fragmented,

broken up, shrivelled.  Can such a mind observe totally this

extraordinary complex movement of life, with its great beauty,

subtlety?

Please, you are not listening to me.  I only happen to be

sitting on a platform for your convenience so that you can see the

speaker, but the speaker is not the authority.  In spiritual matters,

in the matters of the spirit, in the matters of the investigation,

there is no authority, no guru, which is obvious.  If you carry the

knowledge of others—and perhaps all knowledge is the result of

others—and add your own particular knowledge to the

accumulated knowledge already in your brain, can you find out if

there is one act, one state of mind that will solve all our

problems?  Do you understand; are we meeting each other about

the question itself?  Ignorance is part of knowledge.  There is the
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whole concept of the priest, the guru, the one who knows, and in

that concept, in that conviction, there is the one who is

enlightened, clear, and helps the other to free himself from his

own ignorance.  The authority who has knowledge tries to dispel

the ignorance of the other, but the knowledge of the authority is

still part of ignorance.  There is no authority whatsoever, because

authority of any kind in spiritual matters makes you a prisoner to

another’s system, conviction, ideas, knowledge.  In that there is

no freedom.

So, to find out if there is a solution to all our complex

innumerable problems, is there one seeing, one perception, one

observation that completely frees the whole of this structure

which man has put together psychologically?  To go into this,

one must have great humility; not humbleness, not sycophantism,

not touching somebody’s robes and saying, ‘I am very humble’,

but that quality of humility that has never known vanity.

Otherwise it is not humility.  Go into this carefully.  In those who

are vain, arrogant, full of their own importance and their own

knowledge, their own realization, and all that business, there is a

sense of self-importance; and that state of mind then cultivates

humility.  Don’t you know all this?  A mind that has known

vanity in any direction—scientifically, religiously,

politically—that has the sense of achievement which gives it

great self-importance and arrogance, can never comprehend a

quality that is totally free of vanity.

People have tried for millennia upon millennia to find that

absolute solution to their lives through austerity, an austerity that

is harsh, strict, severe, stridently noisy, stridently strict, putting

on robes of different colours all over the world and imagining

that they are stridently simple.  It is only the noise of their

simplicity that prevents them from being simple.  When you are

simple, it doesn’t matter what clothes you have on.  But clothes

have become extraordinarily important in the religious world,

indicating a tradition which they accept and thereby hope to lead

a simple life.  Man has tried several things, played so many tricks
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upon himself.  But if we are at all serious, we honestly try to find

a way of life and therefore a way of action, which comes from

the comprehension, from the perception of that one solution.

Those of you who have different robes, and so on, don’t be

angry with me please; we have been through all that, and it

doesn’t mean a thing.  I once followed a group of monks in the

Himalayas.  It was a beautiful country, with wild rhododendrons,

lilies, the flowers of the alps at that altitude, and the great pine

trees shooting into the heavens, blue skies, and the birds were

singing.  It was a lovely day.  And these monks never looked up,

never looked at the trees, the flowers, the skies and the wonder of

the world, because they were concerned about their own ritual,

repeating their mantras.  And they think that way they will find

heaven.

If one may point out, the word mantra is a Sanskrit word

which means consider, meditate, ponder over not becoming, and

also put aside all self-centred activity.  The word mantra means

that: Consider, go into your own becoming, and put aside every

form of selfish activity.  That is the real meaning of the

word—and look at what the yogis have done to that word!

We see that all this—the various forms of physical torture in

order to find enlightenment, various forms of rituals, robes,

repetitions—have not in any way changed human beings and

their relationship so that there is a new, good society.  We mean

by the word good not the nursery meaning, ‘Be a good boy’.  It is

not a respectable word.  It is not a word about which you can say

that it is old-fashioned and throw it out.  That word good has an

excellent meaning, significance.  Mankind through all these

endeavours has never brought about a good society where people

live happily, without conflict, without violence, with a great

sense of responsibility, with care, with affection.  That is what

we mean by that word good. Man has not been able to achieve it.

One of the main reasons for the ugliness in the world is that

all of us, most human beings, probably 99 per cent, are
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fragmented, broken up.  When one realizes that one is in a state

of fragmentation, one is cognizant of it, aware without any

choice; it is so.  It is not that the speaker is imposing this on you,

but it is a fact.  And can that mind which is fragmented, can that

heart which is also caught up in various romantic, emotional,

sentimental, illusory nonsense, ever find a solution that is

everlasting?

How shall we find it?  Is it dependent on another?  Follow

this carefully.  Can another, however much he may think he is,

lead you or help you to that?  Please ask this question. Can a

group, can a community, can a series of ideas, conclusions, help

you to that?  Or must one be a light to oneself, not have a light

which has been kindled at another’s lamp or candle, or fire?

Please, give your heart to understand all this!—which means not

only your heart, but your mind, your brain.  Freedom is not

acting according to whatever you like.  That is too childish, but it

is what is happening in the world.  Everybody is doing what they

want; and any prevention, any restraint of that is considered lack

of fulfilment.  Therefore permissiveness in every direction,

religiously, socially, morally, is encouraged.  And this

permissiveness; doing exactly what one likes, or saying, ‘It

appeals to me, I feel good in that’, denies freedom.  We are

talking of psychological freedom, not freedom from law, from

the policeman, from taxes, but freedom from dependence on

another psychologically.  Because when another instructs you

from his knowledge, from his position, from his status, that

knowledge is still part of ignorance.  Knowledge can never be

complete; therefore it is always part of ignorance.  Knowledge

can never be whole, can never be complete, total; and therefore

in it there is ignorance. When you realize that, when you see that

you cannot possibly depend on anybody in matters of the spirit,

in matters of the psyche, in matters of deep religious inquiry, that

is freedom, with its responsibility to be a light to oneself.

Are we like that?  Because we are going together to find

out—for ourselves, not at the behest of another, not stimulated
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by another, not encouraged by another—find out totally,

completely for ourselves, which is not egotistic, so that one can

be a light to oneself.  Are we together in this without being

forced to agree, or being stimulated by the speaker with his

intensity?  If you are merely stimulated, then it is just a flame

that can be blown out by the next wind.

So having heard all this, and knowing your mind’s

limitation—your mind being your brain, your senses, the quality

of thinking—is your mind a light to itself?  Not being prepared;

preparation implies time.  That is one of our pet theories, that one

needs time to be a light to oneself.

You know, if you are really paying attention, it is like

listening for the first time.  It is like looking at the sunset or the

sunrise; the beauty and the extraordinary light are never the

same.  You can see it day after day, month after month, and you

never say, ‘Well, I have seen it once, it is enough’.  If we have

paid attention to what has been said, and what is being said, it is

not a repetition.  Beauty is never that which is constantly

happening, it is always new.  A marvellous classical painting, or

music, is new all the time.  Our minds get so dulled by words and

by the repetition of words and we say we are bored with it.  But

if we listen there is always something new, like the sunset, like

the evening star, like the waters of a river.

We are asking together if we can inquire with our minds and

therefore our hearts, our whole being, with the quality of the

senses not divided, knowing that thought and thinking are

limited, fragmented, always of time, and that the brain is the

result of millennia of conditioning, full of memories, knowledge,

experience.  (The brain is like a computer, but of course it is

much more capable than a computer.)  Can we inquire with this

quality of mind?  Or just be in a state of observation, just observe

without the observer; because the observer is the past; the

observer is the result of all the experiences, senses, responses,

reactions, memories.  To observe without the observer, so that

there is only pure observation, not distorted, not broken-up, not
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the result of choice.  Just to observe.  Then, in that state of pure

observation, is there one act, one insight, one total perception of

something that will resolve all these problems?

There is.  Now, careful!  The speaker says there is.  You

know nothing about it, naturally.  If you are aware of it, you

wouldn’t be here.  The speaker says—please listen carefully—it

is not authority, it is not the result of experience, it is not the

result of accumulated knowledge; it is none of that.  The speaker

says there is a solution, a way out of all this terrible confusion

and misery and fear, torture and terror.  Don’t accept it. Where

are you at the end of this?

Please, the speaker is asking this very seriously.  At the end

of this, what is the quality of your mind that is capable of

receiving something?  Do you say, ‘Yes’, and the yes is your

own discovery, your own light, your own total attention which

you have given to find this out?

Let me go into it carefully.  One must have intelligence.

Intelligence is different from knowledge.  In knowledge, as we

pointed out, there is ignorance, whereas intelligence is free from

ignorance and therefore free from illusion, and it is not the result

of accumulated knowledge.  The quality of intelligence comes

when there is perception and action; that is, perception and no

interval between perception and action; you see, act.  You see

danger, like a precipice, and the very perception is action; you

move away instantly.  That is intelligence.  That is part of that

intelligence.  You see a dangerous snake—and instant action.

That’s fairly simple because there is a physical response.  The

physical reaction is self-preservation, which is intelligence.  It is

the unintelligent who see danger and pursue it.  Intelligence is

the perception of that which is psychologically dangerous and

acting instantly.  Psychologically, it is dangerous to depend on

another for affection, for love, for comfort, for enlightenment.

That is dangerous because you are not free.  The very perception

of that danger and the acting of it is intelligence.
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One must have that quality of intelligence.  That intelligence

is denied when you are conforming to a pattern laid down by

some person.  In that there is the ideal and the action which is

different from the ideal, conforming or adjusting to the ideal,

which is lack of perception, lack of seeing the actual movement.

When there is perception, the ideal, imitation, conformity,

following, totally end; and that is intelligence.  I am not defining

intelligence. It is so.  It is only the neurotic who see danger and

continue—the neurotic, the stupid, the thoughtless, those who

just follow their own particular idiosyncrasies, pleasures, and

give that a rational meaning.  One must have this quality of

intelligence.  Then, with that intelligence is there a state, a

movement or whatever you like to call it, which can solve all

these innumerable conflicts and miseries, the mind that is totally

intelligent?  And that mind is inquiring.

With that intelligence we are inquiring to find out if there

is—there may not be—if there is an act, a state, a quality that

resolves every issue of our life.  Surely—I am hesitant because

one has to use words that have been spoilt, one has to use a word

that has lost all its meaning.  A word like love has become

sexual, sensory, sensuous.  With it go pleasure, fear, anxiety,

dependence and all the ugliness that takes place in so-called

relationship.  So one uses that word love very, very hesitantly.  It

is in no way related to jealousy, fear, or sorrow.  It is total

responsibility, not only to your immediate person but total

responsibility to the whole of life, not only your life but the other

life.

I say that love is the total answer.  Without that, do what you

will, stand on your head for the rest of your life, sit in a lotus

position, or whatever you do . . .  With that intelligence goes the

other.  Without intelligence you cannot have the other.  They are

inseparable.  And that is why compassion has this quality of

great intelligence.  And that is the solution which will solve all

our problems.

J. Krishnamurti at Saanen, 19 July 1979
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Foundation Report

International Trustees' Meetings 2006

The trustees of the four Foundations met in Ojai, California

in April to talk over their activities and plans.  Many topics

were discussed, but rather than remark at length on each of

them, it seems more pertinent to present the following

comments made at the end of the meetings by Mary

Cadogan.  Mary worked with Krishnamurti for almost forty

years, for many of them as Secretary of Krishnamurti
Foundation Trust.  She expresses the spirit of the meetings.

Treading the Tightrope

The International Trustees' Meetings in Ojai at the end

of April had as their theme "Outreach to a New

Generation".   We were discussing the challenges to the

Foundations of making Krishnamurti's work really

accessible to the widest possible range of people, and

particularly to the young who will become successors in the

Foundations, Committees, and Schools.   Krishnaji charged

us to do this, and we know that we have to look at this

challenge with openness and honesty if anything significant
is to happen.

To digress somewhat, working in a Krishnamurti

organization is rather like treading a tightrope.  There are

many challenges—and the greatest of these is Krishnaji

himself, both when he was alive, and now that he is no

longer with us.  He constantly pointed us towards that

transforming, demanding, absolutely direct yet strangely

mysterious awareness he felt was possible in all our work

and relationships.  And now, when he is dead, although we

sense the extreme preciousness of the teachings he gave us,

we can no longer seek his advice, tap his energy or become
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directly charged with his passion.  Yet we want to carry on

the work.

Let us look briefly at what the Foundations have done,

and are doing.  Of course, for decades we have had a

vigorous programme of book publication, endeavouring in

this to present the great range of Krishnamurti's teaching.

We also make the talks and dialogues available on audio and

video tapes, CDs, DVDs, and internet websites.  There is the

teachings CD-ROM, and we are developing more and more
possibilities for using interactive technologies.

One of the most important tasks at present being

shared by the Foundations is the Complete Teachings

Project.  This involves meticulous checking of newly

transcribed and already published versions of

Krishnamurti's public Talks and Dialogues, deciding

when new editing is necessary, and so on.  For this we

have a large team of transcribers, proof-readers and
editors.

The process of reaching out continues also through

libraries and journals, private discussion groups and our

Committees worldwide.  There are also centres and

retreats at Brockwood Park, in India and here in Ojai.  In

Saanen, Switzerland, the international gatherings, which

attracted so many young people when Krishnaji spoke

there, are continuing.  Also, of course, there are our

schools.  But the question, constantly to be asked, is: are

we doing enough?

We must bear in mind that all the technologies

available to us are also used by other movements.  Today,

a young person who is "seeking" might well sometimes

feel overwhelmed by all the information, educational
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material and propaganda with which he or she is

bombarded.  Selecting from it what is most relevant and
vital must indeed be difficult.

Also I recall many occasions when we would

discuss with Krishnaji how to make the teachings more

widely available.  He would at first seem interested in all

these processes, and listen with extraordinary attentiveness.

But frequently he would throw a very large cat into the

pigeons of our discussions: `Is that all?' he would demand,
with passion.  'Just a lot of books and tapes and so on.’

Now we know that he valued these, but he was drawing

attention to their limitations in making the teachings

accessible.  He would then talk about the need for every

member of the Foundations and Schools, and everyone who

listened to the Talks, to be able to "convey the perfume of
the teachings".

This is the ultimate challenge.  Have our lives been

touched deeply enough by K and his works to make our

reaching out meaningful?  We know that he felt there was

only one thing we all needed to do—this, of course, was to

live the teachings, to allow openness, insight and awareness

to flower in our consciousness and being, and in our

relationships.

We are all truly blessed to be living now, with access to

the teachings which Krishnamurti has expressed in the

immediacy, directness and vitality of twentieth-

century—indeed twenty-first-century—language.  He

speaks to us and all humanity, now and in the future, and
we must see that his message is delivered.

Many people will be attracted to the work and the

teachings by books, tapes and the internet.  Many will also
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come if they are drawn to the people who have really been

touched by the teachings.

Perhaps I may cite a personal incident here.  At the

beginning of the 1950s, when my husband and I were to

hear Krishnamurti speak for the first time in our lives, we

travelled to the meeting place in London on a motorbike.  It

was a fifty mile journey on a cold evening, and we arrived

semi-frozen, almost needing to be lifted off the bike.  We

entered the hall with raw, red faces, and goggle-marks.  The

lady who was then responsible for organizing

Krishnamurti's talks in Europe, Doris Pratt, came up to us

and asked if, after the Talk, we would like to meet him for

what she called 'a hand-shake'.  Of course we said 'Yes', and

what a lot that meeting led to!  It was Doris's way of

reaching out to `the young' (which, of course, we then

were!).  Perhaps we can all now consider if and how we too

can open the door and invite others to explore all this with
US.

To end, may I quote from something Krishnaji

said to a group of international trustees in 1977, here
in Ojai:

So what are you to do when K is gone?  He pours his

life into it and discusses it with you...   Then gone.

What is going to happen?... This is a sacred treasure.

This is a mine where there is immense gold and it is
sacred; I will leave it with you.
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Saanen Gathering 2006

As she has done now for twenty years, Gisele Balleys

arranged four weeks of activities in Gstaad, Schonried and

Martigny in Switzerland in August.  The first week, for

parents and children, in Gstaad, was followed by two weeks

of video tapes of meetings with Krishnamurti and

discussions on related subjects in Schonried, with the theme

"How to Live with Love and Freedom".  The final week, in

the mountains near Martigny, was for post-school young

people.  For information about next year's events, please

contact Gisele Balleys, 7A chemin Floraire, CH1225
Chêne-Bourg, Geneva, telephone 022-359-6674.

Krishnamurti Foundation Trust

VOLUNTEERS have contributed extensively to our work.  A

group from London came to the Krishnamurti Centre for a

week and spent many dusty hours cleaning out old files in

the attic and sorting books.  Others came to help scan

photographs, enter data into computer programmes, and to

help with maintenance and gardening in the School.  We

very much appreciate all of this kindness and warmly thank
all who helped.

If you would like to offer your help, you may wish to work

from home or to come to the Foundation office, either for one

visit or periodically.  From home in the UK, you might verify

transcripts of recordings of Krishnamurti's talks, hold video

showings or maintain a lending library.  In the Foundation Office

you might scan photos for the archives, enter publication contract

data into our computer database, or scan contracts using your

basic computer skills.  If you have internet skills, you could help

update the Foundation website.  Those with a literary or design

flair might help with the Bulletin and Newsletters.  For
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additional information, please express your interest in an email to

Muru at info@brockwood.org.uk or call +44 (0) 1962 771 525.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES MEETINGS 2007: Committee

representatives around the world are reminded to reserve July

12th to 16th 2007 for meetings at Brockwood Park.

Donald Ingram Smith

We are very sorry to have to inform you that our friend Donald,

the long-serving President of Krishnamurti Australia,

died on 4th July 2006.

The Krishnamurti Centre
Dialogue meetings for groups in English or in other

languages

The Study Centre at Brockwood Park is open to anyone who is

seriously interested in studying Krishnamurti's teachings.  Guests

are welcome to stay at the Centre for individual study retreats,

but we would also be very happy to welcome groups who would

like to benefit from our study facilities and to have dialogue

meetings here. Although most of our study material is in English,

we have a wide range of books and audio and video tapes

translated into different languages.  In the past four years we

have had groups from France, Italy and Spain who had dialogues

in their own languages.

We would be very happy to help with the organisation of

such events.  If you are interested in coming to the Centre as a

group for such study, please contact us for more information at

the address for the Centre shown below.
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THEME WEEKENDS AND STUDY RETREATS FOR 2007

February 23rd to 25th: The art of inquiring

March 23rd to 28th: Death

April 27th to 29th: Ambition and the search for power

May 12th: An introduction to Krishnamurti's teachings

May 17th to 20th: La responsabilité (TWE in French)

May 25th to 27th: Open dialogue

June 9th: An introduction to Krishnamurti's teachings

June 22nd to 24th: Prejudices and opinions

July 7th: An introduction to Krishnamurti's teachings

July 27th to August 1st: Is it possible to end violence?

August 11th: An introduction to Krishnamurti's teachings

September 8th: An introduction to Krishnamurti's teachings

September 21st to 23rd: The meaning of beauty

October 26th to 28th: Guilt

November 23rd to 28th: Bringing about a fundamental

    change in one's life

For more information, please contact:

The Krishnamurti Centre, Brockwood Park,

Bramdean Hampshire SO24 0LQ, England

Telephone +44 (0)1962 771 748

info@krishnamurticentre.org.uk

www.krishnamurticentre.org.uk

Brockwood Park Schools

Brockwood Park School and the Small School at Inwoods

have begun their new year with a fresh influx of smiling eager

faces.  The main School has students from over twenty different

countries joining the already cosmopolitan mixture of staff and

mature students.  Two new teachers are David Lewin

(Information Technology) and Stephen Rex (Drama), both from

England.

The returning students were delighted to find that the fine

aesthetics of the Assembly Hall, perhaps our most useful and
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most used room, had been further enhanced by a gleaming new

floor surface.  This special walnut floor has been lovingly

resurfaced by Michael Lowe, a professional from London, who

spent several weeks and used his own resources to restore it.

Brockwood Park School is now accepting student

applications for entry in August 2007.  For more information or

to obtain a copy of our School prospectus or free DVD

describing the School, please contact Vicki Lewin on +44 (0)

1962 771744 or email: enquiry@brockwood.org.uk

The School will have an Open Morning on Saturday,

11 November 2006 from 10.00 am to 1.00 pm.  This is an

opportunity to visit us to:

o see our facilities and beautiful grounds

o view students' work and observe classes

o talk with staff and students over refreshments.

To find out more, please visit www.brockwood.org.uk or contact

Vicki as shown above or write to her:

Mrs V Lewin

Brockwood Park School

Bramdean, Hampshire SO24 0LQ, England.

___________________________________________________
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Ramon Rojas 334, Tarija Tel. 591 466 43517,

Fax 591 461 13707 Email

mariohammer_2@hotmail.com

BRAZIL Instituicao Cultural Krishnamurti

Rua dos Andradas, 29 Sala 1007 RJ 20051-000, Rio de

Janeiro

Tel +55-021-232-2646 Email

j.krishnamurti@uol.com.br www.krishnamurti.com.br

BULGARIA Philippov Philippe, Maestro Kanev 7, 1618 Sofia, or

154 Grotewinkellaan, 1853 Grimbergen BELGIUM

Tel +359 (0)2 267 1627 Email filip.filipov@abr.be

CHINA Leibo Wang, #37, Rm. 202, 1466 Lane Sanlin Road,

200124 Shanghai    Email krishnachina@gmail.com

Tel +86 21 2876 3965, 86 13472424728

COLOMBIA Asociacion Krishnamurti de Colombia

c/o Carlos Calle, Apartado Aereo 43, Rionegro,

Antioquia,

Tel. 57 4 531 9055

Email asokrishnacol@hotmail.com
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DENMARK Krishnamurti Komiteen

Henrik Petersen, Thorsgade 85, 1 tr.

2299 Kobenhavn N, Email k.lieberkind@mail.tele.dk

ECUADOR C. I. K. c/o Wm Hernandez, C. P. 17-08-8424, Quito

Tel. (593) (2) 237 8032

Email whernancez@nrgecu.com

EGYPT Krishnamurti Committee Egypt

Mr Y. K. Abagui, 17 Shagaret El Dorr, Zamalek,

Cairo, Tel +20 2735 1554

Email sycamore@internetegypt.com

EIRE Kiely Harrington, 14 Sallymount Gardens

Dublin 6, Tel +35 31 4977 883

FINLAND Matti Rautio, Karjalankatu 18, 65100 Vaasa

Tel +358-(0)6-3171 190 Fax +358-(0)9-4523 493

Email matti.rautio@krishnamurti.fi or

info@krishnamurti. fi         www.krishnamurti.fi

FRANCE Association Culturelle Krishnamurti

7, rue du General Guilhem, 75011 Paris FRANCE

Tel +33-14021 3333

Email ack@krishnamurti-france.org

GERMANY Krishnamurti-Forum Deutschland

Klara & Bernd Hollstein, Zwerenberg 34

71560 Sulzbach Tel +49 71 9391 1071

Email info@jkrishnamurti.de

GREECE Krishnamurti Library

Mr N Pilavios, Tim Filimonos 22

115 21 Athens, GREECE

Tel +30 210 64 36681 Fax (work) +30 1 64 46927

Email knp@otenet.gr www.kathens.org

HONG KONG Krishnamurti Committee Hong Kong

Angela Wong, H1 No.7 Victoriana Ave, Royal

Palms, Yuen Long, HONG KONG

Tel +852 2877 1661, +852 9803 3211

Email: angelawong422@hotmail.com

HUNGARY Nora Simon

105 Conifer Way, Wembley,Middlesex, HA0 3QR,

ENGLAND   Tel +44 (0)20 8385 0116

Email norasimonl05@aol.com
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ICELAND Mr S Halldorson, Bakastig 1, Reykjavik

INDONESIA Krishnamurti Indonesia Committee

N. P. Semadi, Bukit Pamulang Indah E22/19,

Pamulang 154117, Tel +62 021 766 7839

Email nadpodo@yahoo.com

ISRAEL Krishnamurti Committee Israel

Avraham Jacoby, Shear Iashoov St No 3/14

Ramat Gan 52276, Email jacoby@canit.co.il

ITALY Krishnamurti Committee Italy

Olga Fedeli, Via Ai Prati 13

28040 Lesa, Novara Tel +39 0322 7261

Email fedeliolga@hotmail.com

www.krishnamurti.it

JAPAN Krishnamurti Centre of Japan

Ryuju Iwatani, 1-102-513 Chiyogaoka, Chikusa-ku

Nagoya, 464-0005    Email ryuju@sun.email.ne.jp

MALAYSIA Committee Malaysia

P/O Casey Tiew, HB-4-2, Lorong Kenari, 11900

Sg. Ara, Penang, Tel / Fax: 604-6448228, H/P: 016-

3110172     Email caseytw@yahoo.com

MAURITIUS Holistic Education Network

Devendra Nath Dowlut, 16 Av. Capucines

Quatre Bornes, MAURITIUS

Email devendra@intnet.mu

NEPAL Krishnamurti Study Centre Nepal

Arun Shrestha, Tushita Rest House, PO Box 3004,

Kathmandu

Tel +977 (1) 226 977    Email fort@mos.com.np

NETHERLANDS Stichting Krishnamurti Nederland

Peter Jonkers, Jan Gossaertlaan 11

3723 CM, Bilthoven

Tel +31 30 2290741 Email hzz.pj@freeler.nl

NEW ZEALAND Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand

Jane Evans, 64 Ryburn Rd., RD4, Hamilton

Email kanzadmin@gmail.com

www.krishnamurti-nz.org

NORTHERN IRELAND Krishnamurti Committee Ireland

Alastair Herron, 7 Rosetta Park, Belfast, BT6 ODJ,

Email: a.herron@ulster.ac.uk

Tel+44 (0)2890 648387
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NORWAY Krishnamurti Committee Norway

Helge K Lovdal, Frantzebratveien 9

0283 Oslo, NORWAY

Tel +47 95210366 Email helge@krishnamurti.no

PHILIPPINES Krishnamurti Information Centre Philippines

Unit 209, Antel Seaview Towers, Roxas Blvd.

Pasay City, Metro Manila 1300

Tel +63-2-8330439 Email k.manila@usa.com

POLAND Krishnamurti Committee Poland

Felix Gorski, Mieleckiego 7/2

61-494 Poznan

Tel +48-61-8333782 Fax +48-61-8529075

Email renoam@ewan.com.pl

PORTUGAL Nucleo Cultural Krishnamurti

Maria Branco, Av. Leonor Fernandez 36

7000 Evora, Tel +351 266 700564

Email joaquim.palma@sapo.pt

ROMANIA Krishnamurti Cultural Association

Str Triumfului 14, Sector 1

78614 Bucuresti, ROMANIA

Tel +40 21 6671036

Email flight772000@yahoo.com

SINGAPORE Krishnamurti Committee Singapore

Peter Awyong, UOB Kay Hian Pte Ltd, 80 Raffles Place,

#18-00 UOB Plaza 1,

Mobile: (65)-97940018

Email: krishnamurti_singapore@yahoo.com.sg

SLOVENIA Krishnamurti Committee Slovenia

Viktor Krasevec, Zelena Pot 15

1000 Ljubjana, Tel +386 1 281 10 81

Email viktor.krasevec@siol.net

SOUTH AFRICA Krishnamurti Learning Centre of South Africa

Mrs Rose Doel, 30A Tully Allen Road, Rondebosh,

Capetown 7700, Tel 00 27 (0)21 685 2269

Email rosedoel@telkomsa.net

SOUTH KOREA Krishnamurti Committee Korea

Prof. Young Ho Kim, Department of Philosophy

Inha University, 253 Yonghyun-Dong, Nam-Ku

Inchon (402-751)   Tel +82 (0)16-9551-6002

Email yohokim@hotmail.com   www.ikck.org
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SRI LANKA Krishnamurti Centre Sri Lanka

Ravi Palihawadna, No 310 High Level Road

Colombo 06    Email ravi@informatics.lk

SWEDEN Krishnamurti Centre of Sweden

Sten Frodin, Rymdvagen 1, SE-175 60 Jarfalla

Tel +46 (0)8511 77834

Email krishnamurtistockholm@telia.com

www.abc.se/~m437

SWITZERLAND Gisele Balleys, 7A Chemin Floraire

CH1225 Chene-Bourg/Geneva,

Tel & Fax +41 (0)22 349 66 74

Email giseleballeys@hotmail.com

Krishnamurti Forum Zurich

Martin Mattli, Rietholzstr 54

CH8125 Zollikerberg, Tel +41 (0)1 392 19 53

Email mattli-tschudi@bluewin.ch

www.krishnamurti.ch

THAILAND The Quest Foundation

Joy, 80/54 Nipatsongkhrao 4 Rd, T.Hadyai 90110,

Hadyai, Songkhla, Tel: +66 (0) 7436 7763

Email questfoundation@hotmail.com

TURKEY Krishnamurti Committee Turkey

Barbaras Blvd. No: 18/5, Balmumcu, Istanbul Turkey

Tel+90 (0)212 274 33 38

Email kinfo@fuarplus.com

UGANDA Krishnamurti Committee Uganda

Deogratius Ssemakula, P O Box 1419, Masaka East

Tel + 256 7598 9692 / + 256 4812 0514

Email deossemakula@yahoo.com

UKRAINE Krishnamurti Association Ukraine

Alexey Arkhangelsky, P O Box 1880

Zaparozhye 330 095   Email 77angel88@mail.ru

VENEZUELA C. I. K. Calle Roraima, Quinta Zeiba #72

Entra Avda., Rio de Janeiro y Avda.

Araure., Chuao, Caracas 1060

Email kvenezuela@hotmail.com

VIETNAM Krishnamurti Committee Vietnam

Nguyen Tan Loc, 98 Ly Tu Trong Street District 1,

HCMC Email tanloc_kr@yahoo.com
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Krishnamurti Foundation Trust 2006/2007 Donation Form

Please print your details so we can ensure our records are accurate

Name .…………………………………………………………………….............

Address ………………………………………………………...………………

………………………………………………………………………………….

.

I/we would like my/our gift to help (please tick)

o with your general charitable objectives

o the Foundation to preserve and make known Krishnamurti's work

o audio and video digitization work

o the adult study Centre

o Inwoods Small School

o provide promising students with scholarships

Enclosed is a cheque/postal order for £........................................

Payable to Krishnamurti Foundation Trust

Or please use my MasterCard/Visa/CAF Charity Card/Euro card

AMOUNT IN WORDS........................................................................................

Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Expiry Date....... /.........    Issue No. /Valid from ......./........

Signature .............................................................................Date ..........................

Direct transfers: National Westminster Bank, 5 East St, Alresford, Hants

SO24 9EE, UK Sort Code 51-61-09, SWIFT code NWBKGBZL

Account 04128966 for Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Ref Code AA05

From outside UK:

IBAN No. GB67 NWBK 51610904128966, BIC NW BK GB21
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American taxpayers can obtain tax credit by donating through The American

Fund for Charities.

Gift Aid - Tax Free Giving

If you are a UK taxpayer please tick the box below so we can claim back 28p

for every £1 you give - at no extra cost to you.

o Yes, I would like Krishnamurti Foundation Trust to treat the

donations I make from today's date as Gift Aid donations. (Please tell

us if your donations no longer qualify for Gift Aid.)

Please print your name ……………….Date ………….

o No, I am not a UK taxpayer.

Making a regular contribution

If you would like to make a regular contribution to Krishnamurti Foundation

Trust from your UK bank account, please complete the following:

_ £5  _ £10 _ Other amount £……………

Please debit my account number:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Bank Sort Code _ _  __  __

beginning on .................................................................................. (date)

Please allow at least one month after signing this form for the first payment to

be deducted.

Signature ............................................................................. Date ......................

To the Manager (Bank name and address)

……………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………….

The Data Protection Act gives you the right to advise us if you do not wish to

receive any mailings.

Krishnamurti Foundation Trust,Brockwood Park,

Bramdean, Hants SO24 OLQ, England



THE KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATIONS

Krishnamurti Foundation Trust

Brockwood Park

Bramdean, Hants SO24 0LQ, England

Telephone 44(0) 1962-771-525, Fax 44(0)1962-771 -159

Email kft@brockwood.org.uk

www.kfoundation.org

INDIA Krishnamurti Foundation India, 64/5 Greenways Road, Chennai 600 028 Tel: 00 91 44

2493 7803

Email kfihq@md2. vsnl.net. in

www.kfionline.org

LATIN Fundacion Krishnamurti Latinoamericana,

AMERICA C/ Juan Perez Almeida 12-2°-A, 28019

Madrid Tel/Fax 91 569 31 01

Email fkl@fundacionkrishnamurti.org

www.fundacionkrishnamurti.org

USA Krishnamurti Foundation of America

PO Box 1560, Ojai CA93024-1560 Tel: 805/646-2726

Email kfa@kfa.org

www.kfa.org

THE KRISHNAMURTI SCHOOLS

INDIA Rishi Valley Education Centre Boarding School

Rishi Valley Post Ages 9 to 18

Chittoor District, 517 352, A.P.

Rajghat Education Centre Boarding School

Rajghat Fort Ages 7 to 18

Varanasi221 001, U.P. Women's College 19 to 21

Email admin@jkrishnamurti.org

The School – KFI Day School

Damodar Gardens, Besant Avenue, Adyar Ages 4 to 18

Chennai 600 020

The Valley School Day and Boarding School

'Haridvanam', Thatguni Ages 6 to 18

Bangalore 560 062

Email kfiblr@blr.vsnl.net.in

Bal-Anand An after-school

Akash-Deep, 28 Dongersi Road, Malabar centre for young

Bombay 400 006 children

Sahyadri School Boarding School

'Priyali', S. No. 84/2 Age 9 onwards

Baner Road

Pune 411007

UK Brockwood Park School International

Bramdean, Near Alresford Boarding School

Hampshire SO24 0LQ from 14 years

Email admin@brockwood.org.uk Day school from 5 years

USA The Oak Grove School Day School from 3 1/2 to 19

220 West Lomita Avenue Boarding School 10 to 19

Ojai CA 93023

Email office@oakgroveschool.com




